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Abstract Amplifying the variable (Fv or V) regions of

immunoglobulins (Ig) has become a challenge in cloning

antibody genes for phage display, a technique used to study

protein–protein, protein–peptide, and protein–DNA inter-

actions using bacteriophages to connect proteins with the

genetic information that encodes them. Key parameters

affecting the amplification of full antibody repertoires

includes the availability of primers that can amplify as

many V genes as possible; however the strategy used to

design these primers and programs used to make the nec-

essary alignments have not been well studied and clearly

detailed in the literature. Here, we present a set of primers

computationally designed by iCODEHOP based on a

database of human germline Ig sequences. We used reverse

transcription polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR) proto-

cols that would recognize the VH genes from human

peripheral blood mononuclear cells. We identified the most

highly conserved region in framework 1 and framework 4

of the Ig cDNA, and designed a set of degenerated 50

primers. The VH genes were successfully amplified by RT-

PCR. This new primer has facilitated the creation of more

diverse VH libraries than has been previously possible.

Moreover, iCODEHOP improved the primer design effi-

ciency and was found useful both for cloning unknown

genes in gene families and for building VH gene libraries.
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Introduction

Antibodies are indispensable tools for basic molecular

biology and biotechnology research as well as for diag-

nosing and treating many diseases. Some neutralizing

monoclonal antibodies (Mabs) have already been devel-

oped to treat disorders such as anti-severe acute respiratory

syndrome (SARS) (Traggiai et al. 2004) and anti-human

immunodeficiency virus (HIV) infection (Mehandru et al.

2004; Ferrantelli et al. 2004). A recent development in

immunodiagnosis of human disease has been the intro-

duction of molecular recombination techniques leading to

the emergence of new analytic approaches based on the

essential properties of the single-chain variable fragment

(ScFv) (Hafner et al. 2000), or the selection of a relevant

recombinant antibody with the use of ScFv phage-display

libraries (McCafferty et al. 1990; Clackson et al. 1991;

Tanaka and Rabbitts 2009; Pansri et al. 2009) and the

production of the recombinant antibodies using different

expression systems (Pollock et al. 1999; Yang et al. 2005).

The long-term goal of our laboratory is to characterize the

Ab repertoire generated against the Hantaan virus follow-

ing construction of an immune phage ScFv library.

Approaches to define and characterize the Ab repertoire

of an endless library require amplifying and/or cloning the

Ig VH and VL genes. Investigators have tried to devise an

universal primer or set of primers for amplifying all pos-

sible human V genes (Welschof et al. 1995; McCafferty

and Johnson 1996; Sblattero and Bradbury 1998). The

primers reported in these studies were designed based on

the human Ig sequence data available at the time these
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primers were devised. This raises the question whether

these primers still cover all known genes adequately. One

research group has attempted to overcome the shortcom-

ings of this earlier research by using a set of different

V-gene specific primers in combination with Ig-class spe-

cific reverse primers (Lim et al. 2010). However, Lim’s

study did not design primers for building ScFv directly.

In our study, we initially used commercially available

human primer sets from Novagen Corporation designed for

amplifying Ig variable region cDNAs. The VL genes were

amplified successfully. However, the VH genes were also

inappropriate to build ScFv directly. This prompted us to

design our own primers. To accomplish this, we used a new

interactive web application that simplified the process of

designing and selecting COnsensus DEgenerate Hybrid

Oligonucleotide Primers (CODEHOP) from multiply-

aligned protein sequences. The iCODEHOP program

is described in more detail at https://icodehop.cphi.

washington.edu/i-codehop-context/Welcome (Boyce et al.

2009), We then designed a set of specific degenerate

primers from the iCODEHOP application, which are

indispensable for applications requiring broad V gene

family coverage.

Materials and methods

Bioinformatic analysis

Sequences corresponding to the functional V and J genes

for Ig VH genes were downloaded from IMGT�, the

international ImMunoGeneTics� information system

http://www.imgt.org (Giudicelli et al. 2006) and IgBLAST

databases described at http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/igblast/.

These sequences were grouped into various Ig gene families

according to IMGT nomenclature. The 229 VH and 13 JH

germline gene sequences were retrieved to constitute our

working data set.

Primer design

A CODEHOP is a hybrid primer comprising a degenerate

‘core’ and nondegenerate ‘clamp’ region (Table 1). The

core region locates on the 30-end of the primer and contains

the nucleotide sequences providing all possible codons for

a highly conserved amino acid motif of 3–4 residues

identified in a protein multiple alignment. The nondegen-

erate clamp region consists of the most common nucleo-

tides in each position of the codons for 5–7 amino acid

positions immediately successive to the conserved motif.

This region is usually between 15 and 20 bases, a length

that can be adjusted by the user.

Design of the clamp was based on an alignment of

available Ig germline genes and codon usage of the target

organism. The primers are completely degenerate at their

30-end and we ensured a high probability of annealing to

the target sequences by using the CODEHOP strategy

based on the multiply-aligned sequences. The multiple

alignment and blocks format were generated by the

BlockMaker server (http://blocks.fhcrc.org/blocks/). Prim-

ers were designed using the default parameters of the

iCODEHOP server, then 7 forward primers were selected.

Table 1 Oligonucleotide primers for (RT-)PCR amplification of Ig VH genes

Family or genea Total no. of genes (%)b Primer Primer sequencec Fold degd

VH1 30 (14) VH1/5for CAGTCCGGCGCCgargtbaaraa 12

VH2 21 (10) VH2for GGCCCCGCCCTGgtbaarccnac 24

VH3 84 (40) VH3for GGCGGCGGCstggtscagcc 4

VH4 62 (30) VH4for1 GGCCCCGGCytvgtbaarcc 36

VH4for2 CAGGTGCAGCTGcarcartgggg 4

VH5 7 (3) VH1/5for 12

VH6 2 (1) VH6for CAGCTGCAGCAGTCCggnccngg 16

VH7 4 (2) VH7for GGCCACGAGCTGaaraarccngg 4

JH 13 Jreve tgaggagacggtgaccrkkgtbcc 24

a The 37 pseudogenes in the human germline VH IgBLAST database were diverse in sequence and were not analysed for designing primers. 19

sequences were incomplete and were excluded from the analysis
b The number of germline sequences present in the family analysed. The proportion of genes contributed by a given family to the total number of

genes present in our VH database is given in parenthesis
c All oligonucleotide primers are listed in the 50–30 direction. A CODEHOP primer is degenerate at the 30 core region, which is shown in lower

case, and is non-degenerate at the 50 consensus clamp region, which is shown in upper case. IUPAC code for mix bases: M, a/c; R, a/g; W, a/t; Y,

c/t; S, c/g; K, g/t; H, a/c/t; V, a/c/g; D, a/g/t; B, c/g/t; N, a/c/g/t
d Fold degeneracy
e The reverse primer is commonly used with all forward primers
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The reverse primer, which was designed manually

according to the alignment of 13 JH germline nucleotide

sequences, was commonly used with all forward primers

(Table 1). The primers could amplify the VH genes from

framework region 1 (FR 1) to the joining region.

RT-PCR

Peripheral-blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs) were iso-

lated from convalescent patients with hemorrhagic fever

with renal syndrome (HFRS) diagnosed by density gradient

centrifugation (Lymphocyte Separation Medium, Apply-

gen Technologies Inc). Total RNA was extracted from

1 9 106 PBMCs using the RNAiso Plus (TaKaRa Bio Inc).

A total of 400 ng of RNA was reversely transcribed in a

20 ll reaction volume using the TaKaRa RNA PCR Kit

(AMV) Version 3.0 (TaKaRa Bio Inc), which was used as

template for PCR (5 ll of cDNA for each reaction in 50 ll

reaction volume). For further cloning purposes, primers

were designed to add a HindIII restriction site on the for-

ward primer and an EcoR1 site on the reverse primer.

Amplification conditions were 30 s at 94�C, 30 s at 53�C,

and 30 s at 72�C for 35 cycles and final extension at 72�C

for 10 min. All reactions were carried out using a TaKaRa

PCR Thermal Cycler Dice
TM

instrument (TaKaRa Bio Inc).

Primers used in this study are listed in Table 1. PCR

products were purified from 1.5% agarose gel with

the TaKaRa Agarose Gel DNA Purification Kit Ver.2.0

(TaKaRa Bio Inc) and blunt-cloned in the PMD18T- vector

(TaKaRa Bio Inc). Ligations were used to transform E. coli

TG1 cells and plated on LB/Amp/IPTG/X-gal plates for

blue-white screening. For each VH family, up to 4 random

clones were sequenced using a standard M13-47primer

(50-CGCCAGGGTTTCCCAGTCACGAC-30).

Results

Data analysis and primer design

To develop highly specific and sensitive PCR that can

potentially amplify human rearranged/expressed VH gene

belonging to any V gene family, we adopted a RT-PCR

strategy (Fig. 1). We took the human Ig locus biology into

account while designing the primer set. The application of

PCR technology for analysing V genes is a challenging

task, primarily because of the diverse character of the V

genes. The primers were designed to cover all functional

germline Ig genes. The pseudogenes could not be included

in designing the primers either, because the sequences were

too divergent or the available sequences were truncated and

did not cover the primer binding sites (Table 1).

In the first step of designing the primers, we downloaded

human germline Ig sequences from IMGT and IgBLAST

databases. The sequences were grouped in 7 VH (229

protein sequences) and 1 JH (13 nucleotide sequences)

families according to the IMGT nomenclature. The germ-

line V gene sequences belonging to the same Ig gene

family were aligned and the most conserved region was

chosen through the BlockMaker server.

In the second step of designing the primers, we used the

iCODEHOP program of conserved blocks to design for-

ward degenerate primers for the V region. The reverse

primers were designed according to the JH nucleotide

sequences manually. With these tools, we generated a

novel set of primers (Table 1) that make it theoretically

feasible to amplify and clone the entire Ig VH repertoire. In

most cases, a single primer was sufficient to cover all the

members of an Ig gene family—for example, a single

primer was sufficient to cover VH1 and VH5 genes. How-

ever, there were some exceptions: two primers were

required to cover the 62 genes belonging to the VH4 family.

RT-PCR with the primer designed by iCODEHOP

To check whether the primers designed by computer sim-

ulation were suitable to clone VH specificities, we per-

formed RT-PCR with all the primer pairs. As shown in

Fig. 2, all the reactions of the VH forward primers pro-

duced PCR fragments of the expected size when the new

primer set was adopted. The VH fragment size was

approximately 350 bp. The PCR products showed minor

variations in size across families, depending on the position

of the 50 primer binding site (Fig. 2).

To confirm the specificity and diversity of the amplifi-

cation products, each PCR fragment for VH amplifications

was purified, blunt-cloned, and independently used to

transform E. coli cells. Several random clones from each

transformation were sequenced (Table 2). Among all

Fig. 1 Schematic diagram outlining the (RT-)PCR based strategy

used. The (RT-)PCR strategy for amplifying the human rearranged/

expressed VH genes using peripheral blood mononuclear cells as

starting template is shown. The variable (VH), diversity (DH) and

joining (JH) regions of the Ig H chain corresponding to the rearranged

framework1 (FR1), complementary determining region1 (CDR1),

FR2, CDR2, FR3, CDR3 and FR4 are indicated. The arrows pointing

to the right and left indicate the orientation of the forward and reverse

primers. The binding site for the 50 and 30 primer is located in FR1

and FR4, respectively
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random sequenced clones, we did not find any no-VH gene

sequences, a finding that confirms the selectivity of our

primers. In all instances, sequence analysis revealed that

the rearranged V genes recovered were functional and

showed a broad V gene usage pattern.

Discussion

The availability of databases comprising gene sequences

encoding all Ig genes (IMGT/GENE-DB) has allowed

PCR-mediated cloning of antibody repertoires and has shed

light on the immune responses in human and mouse.

Germline V, D, and J gene sequences encoding VH chains,

were retrieved from the IMGT information system.

Furthermore, the engineering of synthetic antibodies

has become an important methodology for generating

diagnostic and therapeutic molecules, such as those used by

phage display or ribosome display. A good coverage of V

genes is desirable when generating antibody libraries for

phage display to ensure the retrieval of diverse set of

binding antibodies during selection. Because the 400 bp

length of an antibody V gene has approximately 108 vari-

ations, amplifying a Fv is more complicated than an

unknown gene in other gene families. To amplify the VH

genes of Ig cDNAs from PBMCs, we first had to design

primers of relatively low degeneracy to realize the natural

benefits of a degenerate primer to cover every family

sequence and minimize the number of primers. To

accomplish this, we focused on selecting conserved regions

of the V genes and the degeneracy of primers.

Although there are several other publicly available tools

for designing degenerate primers, iCODEHOP is the only

tool that contributes to designing primers with the con-

sensus-degenerate hybrid format. It is also one of only a

few programs that design primers from amino acid multiple

alignments. Several existing systems, including SCPrimer

(Jabado et al. 2006), Amplicon (Jarman 2004), and HY-

DEN (Linhart and Shamir 2005) design degenerate primers

entirely from nucleic acid multiple alignments. This

approach is profitable when nucleotide information is

available and avoids the problem of back-translating amino

acid sequences. However, it is sometimes impossible to

recognize conserved regions among the many nucleotide

sequences that can encode a protein family of interest, even

when conservation is visible at the amino acid level. To the

best of our knowledge, GeneFisher (Giegerich et al. 1996;

Lamprecht et al. 2008) is the only other publicly available

web application besides iCODEHOP that both designs

Fig. 2 PCR amplification of V gene families from human peripheral

blood mononuclear cells. PCR products obtained for individual VH

gene families using primers described in Table 1, were resolved on

agarose gels. The name of the forward primer is indicated. The

expected size (*350 bp) of the PCR products were obtained for 7 VH

gene families. M molecular weight marker (2,000, 1,000, 750, 500,

and 250 bp)

Table 2 Ig VH primers

validation

Primer specificity validation by

DNA sequencing. PCR products

(see Fig. 2) were cloned in

pmd18/T vector and up to four

clones randomly selected and

sequenced

Forward primer Recombinants analysed Independent rearrangements

V D J

VH1/5for 3 IGHV5-51*01 IGHD1-7*01 IGHJ4*02

IGHV1-8*01 IGHD6-6*01 IGHJ4*01

IGHV5-51*01 IGHD4-17*01 IGHJ3*02

VH2for 4 IGHV2-5*09 IGHD3-16*02 IGHJ4*02

IGHV5-51*01 IGHD4-17*01 IGHJ4*01

IGHV4-31*03 IGHD2-15*01 IGHJ5*02

IGHV2-5*01 IGHD-19*01 IGHJ4*02

VH3for 2 IGHV3-66*02 IGHD2-8*02 IGHJ3*02

IGHV3-30*04 IGHD1-26*01 IGHJ4*02

VH4for1 1 IGHV4-59*01 IGHD3-16*01 IGHJ6*02

VH4for2 1 IGHV4-59*01 IGHD7-27*01 IGHJ4*02

VH6for 2 IGHV6-1*02 IGHD3-22*01 IGHJ4*01

IGHV4-31*10 IGHD1-26*01 IGHJ4*02

VH7for 1 IGHV7-4-1*02 IGHD4-23*01 IGHJ1*01
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degenerate primers from amino acid sequences and gen-

erates degenerate primers that have been verified in labo-

ratory experiments. GeneFisher2 appears to allow

degenerate positions at any position along the primers it

produces. In contrast, the CODEHOPs created by

iCODEHOP have degenerate positions only within 11–12

bases at their 30 end. The remaining positions of a

CODEHOP are derived from the input amino acid multiple

alignment by determining the most common codons of the

consensus amino acids created from the alignment. As

discussed above, we selected iCODEHOP to design

degenerate primers for Ig VH genes.

The iCODEHOP program, which can be employed to

design degenerate primers, also has shortcomings. Under

certain conditions, iCODEHOP is incapable of designing

primers for a particular protein multiple alignment because

conservation is too poor among the selected sequences for

the program to detect primers that satisfy degeneracy and

clamp length constraints. We used two methods of align-

ment to find the more conserved region. The first method

was to use all human Ig gene sequences in all families

defined by IMGT aligned as one group. However, the

conserved region was not found, so we abandoned this

alignment approach. The second method we tried was to

take all human Ig gene sequences listed and align them

within each family. This way, we selected the optimal

region, which was in the begin or in the middle of the VH

FR1. Based on this alignment, the number of primers

designed by our program at the 50 end of the VH region was

7, less than the number of primers designed by other

authors. For 30 primer design, known FR4 sequences are

normally chosen as the target sequences. The JH genes

retrieved from IMGT databases were 13, so we appreciated

designing degenerate primers manually.

To validate whether this set of primers designed com-

putationally was suitable to clone VH specificities, several

random clones were sequenced and analysed. We showed

that although we sequenced a relative small quantity of

clones, we found a high percentage of all potential genes.

However, the primers were not family-specific because the

human V genes showed intra- and inter-family sequence

variability, and they were somatically rearranged in a way

that generated nearly limitless Ab diversity. Additionally,

somatic hypermutation events that coincide with the primer

binding sites can potentially affect the amplification effi-

ciency. Therefore, some primers matched more than one V

gene family and some V genes were matched by more than

one primer.

Although this might limit the utility of the primer set

described for clonotypic analyses, this considerably

increased the chances to clone most, if not all, VH gene

transcripts, and turned out useful for creating libraries

representative of VH gene repertoires.

Conclusions

Our purpose was to create a primer set able to optimally

amplify all Ig VH genes, an objective we accomplished

with the set of primers designed by iCODEHOP. This set

will allow us and others to profile the VH repertoire as well

as create libraries such as those based on ScFv. Further-

more, this approach could be expanded to immunoglobu-

lins from other species and to other members of the

immunoglobulin family such as the T receptor.
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